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A CHARACTERIZATION OF HARMONIC FOLIATIONS

BY VARIATIONS OF THE METRIC

MICHAEL D. HVIDSTEN AND PHILIPPE TONDEUR1

Abstract. In this paper it is shown that a harmonic Riemannian foliation of a

Riemannian manifold can be characterized as being a critical point of the energy of

the foliation under certain variations of the manifold's Riemannian metric. These

variations are those induced by the flows of vector fields on the manifold.

1. Let & be a foliation on a Riemannian manifold (M,gM). 5* is said to be

harmonic if all the leaves of & are minimal submanifolds [KT]. The existence of

such a metric imposes strong conditions on 3? (Sullivan's tautness condition [S]). A

foliation is Riemannian if the metric gM is bundle-like, i.e. the induced metric gQ in

the normal bundle Q is holonomy-invariant [R]. Such foliations were characterized

in [KT] as critical points of the energy functional under a class of so-called special

variations 3?, of the foliation J*"0 = J5", variations induced by exponentiating sections

s g T<2 in the metric corresponding to the modelling Riemannian manifold. In this

note we show that harmonic foliations can be alternatively characterized as critical

points of the energy functional under a certain class of variations gM(t) of the

Riemannian metric gM(0) = gM, namely the variations induced by the flow of

vectorfields X on M corresponding to sections tr(X) = î g TQ.

2. In more detail the concepts are as follows. The foliation J^ is given by the exact
it

sequence of vector bundles 0-*L-*TM-*Q-*0. The splitting a: Q -> TM de-

fined by gM identifies Q with the orthogonal complement L L , and induces a metric

gQ on Q. Similarly, a family gM(t) of metrics on M induces a family of metrics

gQ(t) on Q with gQ(t)(s, s') = gM(t)(as, as') for s, s' G TQ. The energy of $> was

defined in [KT] on a compact oriented M " by

(1) £(JO=^H|2=i/wgß(,7A •*)

where the integrand is obtained from the pairing of forms

Sir(M,Q) 9 Sl"-r(M,Q) -» B"(Af,R)

defined by the exterior product and the pairing gQ: Q 9 Q -» R. More generally, let

(2) E{r),-\hî-\j *fl(0(»A • »).
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Let now more particularly X be a vectorfield on M and gM(t) = ir*gM the

pull-back of gM by the flow <p, of X. This defines E( 3^), by formula (2). The result

to be proved is now stated as follows.

Theorem. Let 3? be a Riemannian foliation on the compact oriented Riemannian

manifold (M, gM). Then & is harmonic (equivalently all leaves of & are minimal) iff

d/dt\,_0E(3F)t = 0 for all variations gM(t) = </>fgA/> where <f>, is the flow of a

vectorfield X on M.

More precisely, we have the formula

d
(3) dt

E(*),= (s,t)

for the global scalar product of s = -tt(X) g r<2 with the tension t g TQ of 3&.

We recall the definition of the tension [KT]. Let W(s): L -> L be the Weingarten

map of the foliation &, defined for s g TQ by the formula

W(s)Y=-m^(yya(\s)),

where it x :  TM -» L denotes the orthogonal projection. Then t g TQ is char-

acterized by Tr W(s) = gg(j, t),  s g TQ. It is (up to a factor 1/p) the mean

curvature vectorfield of the leaves of & in (M,gM), and so the leaves of & are

minimal precisely when t = 0.

gQ(t)(ir A *tt).

3. Proof of the theorem. We have to calculate

dt ,-oE{F),= î/J
Now let 77„(i): TM -* TM be defined by

gQ(t){«(X)MY)) = gM(0)(B,(t)X, Y).

Then B„(t) is linear, and

ge(/)(77 A * it) = TrBw(t) ■ nM,       pM — Riemannian volume form.

We evaluate the RHS in a neighborhood of x g M on a local g^-orthonormal frame

EA (A = 1,..., «) of TM. For our purpose it is enough to assume that the basis

eA = (EA)X of TXM is such that the e, (/' = 1,..., p) form a basis of Lx and the ea

(a = p + 1,..., n) a basis of Lx = Qx. Then

d_
dt f-0

TriMO =
dt T,gM(Bw(t)EA,EA)

'-0/T-1

d_
dt t-o

¿ZgQ(t)(*(EA)MEA))
5 A

= L*™\{gQ(t) - gQ(0))(*(EA),*(EA))

= E Jim j((^w)-gv)(£„,£„)

= L(HX)gM)(Ea,Ea)=Z{XgM(Ea,Ea)-2gM([X,Ea],Ea)}

= Z{XgQ{'"(EA),TT{EA))-2gQ{>n[X,EA\,TT(EA))}.
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Next we use the canonical metric and torsion free connection V in Q, given

explicitly by the formula [KT, 1.3]

'ir[X,a(s)]     iorXe\TL,se\TQ,

\it(v?o(s))     forXG TL±,s g TQ.

The holonomy invariance of gM implies

XgQ(v(EA),v(EB)) = ge(vMEA),*(EB)) + ge(v(EA),vMEB))-

Substituting this in the previous formula yields

¿      TTB„(t) = 2Ï/{gQ(vMEA),v(EA))-gQ(v[X,EA],EA)}
at  r=0 A

= ^gQ{vEAtr(X),TT{EA)),

A

where the last equality follows from the vanishing of the torsion Tv of v:

TV(X,EA) = VMEA) - VE*(X) - tt[X,Ea).

Evaluating at x G M, and using tr(E¡)x = ir(e¡) = 0 (i = 1,...,p), ir(Ea)x

(a = p + 1,...,«), we obtain

(j-     YvBw{t)\   =2   t   gQ{vtn(X),ea).
\   m   '-0 I x a=p + l

But for s = it(X) the scalar product of Vs, it g ül(M, Q) at x, is given by

ge(Vs,ir)x= ¿ZgQ{vEAS,ir(EA))x= Ege(ve/,e„).
A a

Summarizing, we then have

d
dt

E(3r),= U   ^      Tr77w(0-PM=/  gQ(Vs,v) ■ p
»=o 2. jm at t=0 jm

= (vs,n) = (dvs,7r) = (s,d*ir),

where dv: ßr(M, Q) -» Qr+1(M, Q) is the covariant exterior derivative associated to

V, and d* its adjoint (with respect to the global scalar product ( , ». Since

t = d*ir [KT, Proposition 3.2], the desired formula (3) follows.

We have already noted that the vanishing of t means that all leaves are minimal.

We observe further that Aw = 0 for the Laplacian A associated to dv, d*, which is

the reason why these foliations were called harmonic in [KT]. In that paper, many

examples of such foliations are discussed. For a foliation defined by a submersion

with connected inverse images, the terminology coincides with the harmonic maps

terminology of [EL, ES].

4. In order to emphasize the restricted nature of the variations gM(t) in the

theorem just proved, it is of interest to comment on the calculation of the first

variation in the case of an arbitrary family of metrics gM(t). For this purpose it is

useful to describe the path gM(t) in the space J( of Riemannian metrics on M

following Ebin's slice theorem [BE, E]. Let 3) be the diffeomorphism group of M,
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acting on J( by pull-back. Then a neighborhood of gM(0) = g in J( can be

diffeomorphically represented by a product U X S as, follows. Let I c 3 be the

isotropy group of g. There exists a neighborhood U of g in 3)/I%, a slice S through

g of the ^-action transversal to the .©-orbit of g, and a section v: U -» ^ of the

quotient map ¿£ -» @/Ig such that tj*(u)í gives a product representation Í/ X S of a

neighborhood of g in ^. For an arbitrary family gM(t) with gM(0) = gw we then

have gM(t) = n(t)*s(t) with s(0) = gM and 7j(0) = id. This implies with notations

as before

d_
dt

E    (V*{t)s(t))(EAiEA)-p,
t = 0A=p + lt-o^'-lfj

-if   E m{EA,EA)-liM
LJM  A=p + 1

+ if  -z      E j(o)(ii(0*^,i»(0.^)-r**/-
¿JM  at ,=oA=p + x

The second contribution can be expressed in terms of the vectorfield X =

d/dt | (=0 n(t) in the form

if    t(0(X)gM)(EA,EA)-pM¿JM  A = i

whose vanishing (for all possible X) is equivalent to the harmonicity of 3e by our

result. But there is a further contribution towards the first variation depending on

the symmetric bilinear form ¿(0) g TgS, the tangent space at gM = g to the slice S.

This tangent space is well described in [E] as a subspace of the space of symmetric

bilinear forms on M, and the contribution towards the first variation arising from

s(0) can be non tri vial, even for a harmonic foliation &.
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